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A686 Langwathby 
Bridge - Phase 1

Alston 
and EF

The scheme is primarily 
designed to address issue of 
perceived safety for cyclists 
but will improve facilities for 
pedestrians too.  It is believed 
that improvements may 
encourage more use of C2C 
cycle route bringing in 
additional tourism spend.  This 
proposal addresses all types of 
road user movements in the 
area by improving space in the 
junction and providing small 
elements of facilities for 
pedestrians 

366m Claire 
Driver

Cycleway 
Improvement. 
Active cycling. 
Option for 
Green 
Recovery.

Yes

£45,000

Added to 
CCC bid for 
Green 
Recovery 
Challenge 
Fund.

No. CT to 
check with 
Nicola

Cumbria 
Wildlife Trust - 
Pollinator 
funding 
contribution

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

Ties with 
Coast to 
Coast route 
and 
embankment 
works.

It is recommended that this scheme is 
carried out under 2 phases.  Phase 1 being 
from Langwathby bridge to the Toll bar x rds 
measuring approx. 366m and Phase 2 
being from Langwathby bridge to the sharp 
corner as you enter the village measuring 
approx. 235m.  The reason for this 
recommendation is that the section of 
carriageway within Phase 2 is in a bad state 
of repair and additional information would 
be required to fully confirm that the proposal 
is achievable, other options may be used 
and it would be advisable to carry out the 
improvements along with the carriageway 
repairs which are anticipated to be carried 
out 2022/23 financial year

Funded via 
Environment Fund

Env

A686 Langwathby 
Bridge - Phase 2

Alston 
and EF

The scheme is primarily 
designed to address issue of 
perceived safety for cyclists 
but will improve facilities for 
pedestrians too.  It is believed 
that improvements may 
encourage more use of C2C 
cycle route bringing in 
additional tourism spend.  This 
proposal addresses all types of 
road user movements in the 
area by improving space in the 
junction and providing small 
elements of facilities for 
pedestrians 

235m Claire 
Driver

Cycleway 
Improvement. 
Active cycling.

Yes

unknown 
without 
further 

investigatio
n works

Added to 
CCC bid for 
Green 
Recovery 
Challenge 
Fund.

No. CT to 
check with 
Nicola

Cumbria 
Wildlife Trust - 
Pollinator 
funding 
contribution

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

Ties with 
Coast to 
Coast route 
and 
embankment 
works.  This 
phase would 
be carried out 
during the 
carriageway 
surfaceing 
works.

Further investigation works are required to 
address the type of improvements for 
Phase 2 due to available verge/carriageway 
widths.  Alternative options may need to be 
investigated.

Remain on the 
Highways 
Improvement list 
while further 
investigation is 
carried out.

Hartley Lane, Kirkby 
Stephen 

Kirkby 
Stephen

This scheme provides 
improvements for pedestrians 
therefore it is not likely to have 
significant effect on active 
travel, however it does also 
improve the existing 
infrastructure and it is believed 
that the proposed 
improvements will improve 
wildlife benefit and a very well 
used route by the community - 
part of the proposed scheme is 
deliverable, benefitting the 
environment because it will 
stop locals blocking the stream 
with locally sourced stone

n/a Phil Dew Drainage and 
Bridleway 
Bridge. 

Yes

£10,000

Kirkby 
Stephen 
Walkers are 
Welcome 
have 
indicated 
approx. £5k 

Yes 
possibility of 
grants to be 
applied for  
COMF?

Walkers Are 
welcome. Very 
successful with 
securing 
funding in the 
past.

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

Very well used route but no big push to 
deliver urgently. Officers feel that this 
project could be achieved through 
alternative funding streams - The 
Countryside Access Team have no record 
of this being in CCC ownership, we have a 
vested interest in the surface but that is all. 

With regard to tree planting in the hedge 
rows this is something that would need to 
be discussed and actioned with the 
landowner.

The water issue is a case that most of the 
field drains come out onto Harley Lane so it 
is wet and this would take a drainage 

While the match 
funding offered by 
the KS WAW group 
has increased the 
score of this 
scheme; officers feel 
that other funding 
streams will enable 
this project. The 
group have a good 
track record in 
achieving funding 
and this feels like a 
good project for 
COMF funding.

COMF

B5288 Motherby to 
Station Rd

Eden 
Lakes

This scheme provides 
improvement for pedestrians 
therefore not likely to have 
significant effect on active 
travel however the 
improvement is likely to 
enhances the 30mph speed 
limit and provide connection to 
the rest of the village of 
Motherby

266m Neil 
Hughes

Footway. 
Option for 
Green 
Recovery.

Yes

£40,000

Added to 
CCC bid for 
Green 
Recovery 
Challenge 
Fund.

No   Cumbria 
Wildlife Trust - 
Pollinator 
funding 
contribution

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

There would be requirement to remove 
trees from the verge to facilitate a footway 
and to meet the absolute minimum width of 
1.2m a reduction in carriageway widths 
would be required at some points

Funded via 
Envvironment Fund

Env



C3088 Stainton to RhegedPenrith 
Rural

The scheme will provide an 
extension of the Penrith to 
Rheged Cycle route providing 
pedestrian and cycle links 
between those communities.  
Alternative modes of transport 
between Penrith and Stainton 
may have minor benefit for 
traffic flows on A592 and A66 
out of Penrith which are 
recognised congestion points 
at peak times. The route will 
provide safe walking and 
pedestrian facility on National 
cycle route

835m David 
Whipp

Provision of 
footway and 
cycle route. 
Option for 
Green 
Recovery.

Yes

£150,000

Added to 
CCC bid for 
Green 
Recovery 
Challenge 
Fund.

No funding 
available 
from HE

Cumbria 
Wildlife Trust - 
Pollinator 
funding 
contribution

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

Links to Highways England improvements. 
But they don’t have any funding currently. 
Nigel to check status on this. If there is no 
match funding this project will be cost - 
Officers would recommend that this is 
addressed as phased works.  It is unlikely 
that funding his scheme would ever be 
achieved however it could be over a 
number of years

Due to the cost of 
the scheme and lack 
of immedate 
concequential match 
funding, it would be 
inapproriate to target 
Environment 
Funding for this 
project. Discussions 
will continue with HE 
to ensure this 
considered as part 
of the NTP A66 
project.

B5288 Greystoke 
Road, Penrith from 
M6 overbridge to 
Wildriggs

Penrith 
West

The scheme will provide 
shared footway and cycleway 
on south side of B5288 linking 
the end of the footway from 
Castletown with the small 
industrial development site at 
Alba Proteins.  The scheme is 
primarily required to address 
potential road safety concerns 
with pedestrians currently 
using the route to commute to 
work, but will also improve 
facilities for commuting to and 
from this site.

430m Helen 
Fearon

Provision of 
footway and 
cycle route. 

Yes

£55,000

Omega 
Proteins need 
to be 
contacted by 
JB. Explain 
the situation.

Omega 
Proteins

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

Safety issue for staff walking to work. 
Omega have provided their staff with PPE 
so won't contribute. JB to confirm this is still 
the case. They have a planning application 
in. NB to talk to Stuart Taylor about a 
contribution via this.

Funded via the 
Environment Fund. 
Conversations to be 
ramped up with 
Omega Proteins 
now completion is 
possible to reduce 
the cost to CCC.

Env

B6413 Lazonby to Eden BridgePenrith 
North

The scheme is intended to 
provide a facility to enable 
pedestrian access between the 
communities of Lazonby and 
Kirkoswald. No improvement 
for cycling and public transport 
identified.  The scheme only 
provides facility for pedestrians 
no scope to further increase 
choice of modes of travel

545m Hilary 
Carrick

Footway. Yes

£80,000

Parish 
Council. 
Section 106 
funding not 
available.

Parish Council Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

Proposed development. Big link for the 
communities. Lazonby to Kirkoswald.  
Further investigation is required for this 
proposal to identify safe route over bridge, 
possibly to be carried out under 2 schemes - 
Looking like being able to fund 50% of the 
works however this is yet to be confirmed.

Funded via 
Environment Fund

Env

B5320  Eamont 
Bridge to Yanwath

Penrith 
Rural

The scheme will provide a 
shared footway and cycleway 
along the B5320 linking 
Eamont Bridge and Yanwath.  
The scheme is likely to 

970m David 
Whipp

Provision of 
footway and 
cycle route.

Yes

£140,000

Parish 
Councillor and 
Local Member

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

Officers would recommend that this is 
addressed as phased works.  It is unlikely 
that funding his scheme would ever be 
achieved however it could be over a 
number of years

Due to the cost of 
the scheme and lack 
of immedate 
concequential match 
funding, it would be B5320 Ullswater Eden 

Lakes There is an initiative to link 
footpaths from Penrith Station 
to Pooley Bridge which  the 
Friends of the Ullswater Way 
are looking to 
develop/promote. There are no 
recorded accidents at this 
location, however as a result of 
this walk there is likely to be an 
increase in pedestrians 
walking in the carriageway 
which causes potential road 
safety concerns.  This scheme 
only provides improvements 
for pedestrians therefore it is 
not likely to have significant 
effect on active travel.

480m Neil 
Hughes

Footway Yes

£60,000

No COMF Friends of 
Ullswater Way 
along with 
Barton and 
Pooley Bridge 
PC

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

Further investigations have highlighted that 
this footway would need to be constructed 
in such a way that pedestrians would be 
required to cross the carriageway due to 
available verge widths.

Given the additional 
work required 
Environment funding 
isn't recommended 
for this project. As 
the project supports 
outdoor activity and 
attracted tourists 
into the area, it does 
however suit the 
requirement of 
COMF funding.

COMF



C3029 Beacon 
Edge (Carleton Hill 
road to Roundthorn 
junction) 

Penrith 
East

This scheme only provides 
improvements for pedestrians 
therefore it is not likely to have 
significant effect on active 
travel.  This scheme is likely to 
reduce traffic speeds and 
provide a safe pedestrian 
connection to existing footway 
leading to Penrith which is very 
well used

400m Patricia 
Bell

Footway Yes

£50,000

No COMF None to 
highlight

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

As the project 
improves walking 
routes and attracts 
tourists to Penrith, 
this project should 
be targetted with 
COMF funding.

COMF

A685  Kirkby 
Stephen to Brough - 
(Kirkby Stephen to 
Winton) 

Kirkby 
Stephen

The scheme will provide a 
shared footway and cycleway 
along the A685.  The scheme 
is likely to improve pedestrian 
and cyclist routes. 

Phil Dew Cycleway (3 
phased 
scheme)

No None to 
highlight

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

Further investigation works in relation to this 
scheme have not been addressed due to its 
position in the list.   

Remain on the 
Highways 
Improvement list 
while further 
investigation is 
carried out.

A685  Brough to 
Brough Sowerby  - 

Kirkby 
Stephen

This scheme is to address the 
required safety improvements 
to the A685 due to the amount 
of speed limits within a small 
section of highway which 
includes the dual carriageway 
section and the possible 
introduction of a deceleration 
lane to the A685 junction with 
Barrass

Phil Dew Safety 
improvements

No

£150,000

None to 
highlight

Current 
highways 
improvemen
t project

None to 
highlight

More information required. Remain on the 
Highways 
Improvement list 
while further 
investigation is 
carried out.

Footpath 13 Gilwilly 
Lane

Penrith 
West

A well used section of footpath 
which consisted of vegetation 
and trees has been removed 
and has been highlighted as a 
missing part of the community.  
The scheme would consist of a 
replanting project replacing the 
recently removed trees and 
shrubbery

n/a Helen 
Fearon

Tree planting

£7,000

£250 Local 
Authorities 
Tree Scapes 
Fund. 

Castletown 
Social 
Activities 
Committee. 
Cumbria 
Wildlife Trust. 
TM to talk to 
HF.

Negative 
press 
following 
tree removal 
through 
routine 
maintenanc
e

None to 
highlight

Unable to score due to footpath criteria not 
meeting with elements of scoring criteria. 
Officers are confident this would make a 
good application to the tree scape fund, 
however it has been noted that planting 
should take place between the months of 
September/October.

Officers are 
confident this would 
make a good 
application to the 
Treescape fund. 
Highways officers 
have provided a 
quote in advance of 
the 31 May 
deadline.

Treescap
e Fund

Penrith Orbital Walk Penrith 
East

PROW will identify what's 
needed. To be confirmed with 
David Gibson. Whole route 
needs to be assessed.

n/a Patricia 
Bell

TBC No

 unknown 
without 
further 

investigatio
n works 

COMF Us, District, 
Land owners. 
Move to area 
planning 
group. Lots of 
organisations 
working 
together. TM to 
talk to PB

PROW will 
identify 
what's 
needed. To 
be confirmed 
with David 
Gibson.

Unable to score due to footpath criteria not 
meeting with elements of scoring criteria 
and uncertain of repairs/works required - 
Made a request with countryside access 
team to see if there was any possibility of 
having the draft route inspected, 
Countryside access team confirmed that 
this was possible for the PROWs but not 
highway.

As the project 
improves walking 
routes and attracts 
tourists to Penrith, 
this project should 
be targetted with 
COMF funding.

COMF

Dufton Ghyll Appleby Closed for several years. Long 
standing problem. Need more 
detail.

n/a Andy 
Connell

TBC No

 unknown 
without 
further 

investigatio
n works 

Pick up with 
developers.

COMF Unable to score due to footpath criteria not 
meeting with elements of scoring criteria - 
Referred to Countryside access team who 
advised that more detail on what 
works/repairs were required before this 
could be delivered, i.e. scale of landslips 
and if it would require topographical work

Like the Hartley 
Lane, Kirkby 
Stephen project; 
The project has the 
potential to improve 
the tourism offer and 
draw of the Eden 
Valley. This project 

COMF


